2003 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Flower & Garnet
Trish Dolman - Producer

NOMINEES

Long Life, Happiness & Prosperity
Raymond Massey - Producer

Saint Monica
Peggy Thompson, Sharon McGowan, Julia Sereny, Jennifer Kawaja - Producers

Snow Queen
Matthew O'Connor, Michael O'Connor, Pascal Verschooris - Producers

The Burial Society
Richard Baumgartel, Howard Dancyger - Producers
2003 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST DIRECTION
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Keith Behrman
Flower & Garnet

NOMINEES

Mina Shum
Long Life, Happiness & Prosperity

Nicholas Racz
The Burial Society

Brad Turner
The New Beachcombers

Gavin Wilding
The Wisher
BEST SCREENWRITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER
Keith Behrman
Flower & Garnet

NOMINEES

Mina Shum, Dennis Foon
Long Life, Happiness & Prosperity

Nicholas Racz
The Burial Society

Marc Strange
The New Beachcombers
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Steve Cosens
Flower & Garnet

NOMINEES

Greg Middleton
Snow Queen

Andreas Poulsson
The Bone Snatcher

Danny Nowak
The Burial Society
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Lenka Svab
Saint Monica

NOMINEES

Michael J. Bateman
Flower & Garnet

Alison Grace
Long Life, Happiness & Prosperity

Garry M. B. Smith
Pressure

Jeremy Presner
The Burial Society
2003 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST OVERALL SOUND
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Paul Sharpe, Iain Pattison,
Mark Klausmayer, Jeff Carter
Saint Monica

NOMINEES

Paul Sharpe, Iain Pattison,
Hugo de la Certa, Garrell Clark
100 Days in the Jungle

James Genn, Paul Sharpe,
Bill Mellow, Dave Hibbert, Craig Stauffer
Flower & Garnet

Miguel Nunes, Brad Hillman, Mark Schroeder
MXP: Most Xtreme Primate

Paul Sharpe, Bill Skinner,
Mark Klausmayer, Iain Pattison
Snow Queen
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BEST SOUND EDITING
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

James Genn, Phil Hunter,
Real Gauvreau, Cam Wagner, Kelly Frey
Saint Monica

NOMINEES

Jacqueline Cristianini, Adam Boyd,
Brian Campbell, Joe Spivak, Jay Cheetham
100 Days in the Jungle

Jacqueline Cristianini, Mike Paprocki,
Matt Wilson, Brian Campbell, Kris Fenske
Snow Queen
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Peter Allen
Flower & Garnet

NOMINEES

Michael Richard Plowman
He Sees You When You're Sleeping

George Blondheim
The Burial Society

Chris Ainscough
The Wisher
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BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

James Hazell
The Burial Society

NOMINEES

Laura Killam, James Willcock
Flower & Garnet

Errol Clyde Klotz, Ross Dempster, Shannon Grover, Sam Higgins
Snow Queen

Rachel O'Toole
Try Seventeen
BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A MALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Dov Tiefenbach
Flower & Garnet

NOMINEES

Nicholas Campbell
100 Days in the Jungle

Chang Tseng
Long Life, Happiness & Prosperity

Colin Foo
Long Life, Happiness & Prosperity

Nathaniel DeVeaux
Taken
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BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Kristen Thomson
Flower & Garnet

NOMINEES

Kandyse McClure
Carrie

Ellie Harvie
Croon

Wanda Cannon
Snow Queen
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BEST LEAD PERFORMANCE BY A MALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

WINNER

Callum Keith Rennie
Flower & Garnet

NOMINEES

Colin Roberts
Flower & Garnet

Jeremy Guilbaut
Snow Queen

Rob LaBelle
The Burial Society

Cameron Bancroft
The New Beachcombers
2003 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST LEAD PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE FEATURE LENGTH DRAMA

Jane McGregor
Flower & Garnet

NOMINEES

Genevieve Buechner
Saint Monica

Chelsea Hobbs
Snow Queen
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BEST DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Da Vinci's Inquest
Chris Haddock, Arvi Liimatainen, Lynn Barr - Producers

NOMINEES

Just Cause
Vladimir Stefoff, Jacqueline Zambrano, Rhonda Baker - Producers

Stargate SG-1
N. John Smith, Peter DeLuise, Damian Kindler, Andy Mikita, Paul Mullie, Joseph Mallozzi, Richard Dean Anderson, Michael Greenburg, Robert C. Cooper, Brad Wright - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Michael Robison
The Collector - The Roboticist

NOMINEES

Shelley Eriksen
Cold Squad - Survivor

Frank Borg, Alan DiFiore, Chris Haddock
Da Vinci's Inquest - Ass Covering Day

Chris Haddock, Alan DiFiore, Rick Crooks
Da Vinci's Inquest - You Got Monkey Chatter

Damian Kindler
Stargate SG-1 - Cure

Robert C. Cooper
Stargate SG-1 - Paradise Lost
BEST SCREENWRITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

David Winning
Dinotopia - Night of the Wartosa

NOMINEES

Peter Mitchell
Cold Squad - Killing Time

Helen Shaver
Just Cause - Death's Details

James Marshal
Smallville - Nicodemus

Andy Mikita
Stargate SG-1 - UnNatural Selection
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BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

David Geddes
Dark Angel - Love Among the Runes

NOMINEES

David Frazee
Da Vinci's Inquest - Just For Bein' Indian

David Geddes
John Doe - The Mourner

Barry Donlevy
Smallville - Lineage

Jim Menard
Stargate SG-1 - Full Circle
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Richard Schwadel
Just Cause - Above the Law

NOMINEES

Robb Watson
Cold Squad - Killing Time

Jane Morrison
Da Vinci's Inquest - A Big Whiff of a Really Bad Smell

Lenka Svab
Da Vinci's Inquest - You Got Monkey Chatter

Lisa Robison
Just Cause - Bet Your Life
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BEST VISUAL EFFECTS
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Jim Finn, Todd Liddiard,
Peter Mastalyr, Robert Appleby, Paul Cox
Gene Roddenberry's Andromeda - The Tunnel at the End of the Light

NOMINEES

Gary Poole, Chris Doll, Naomi Stopa
Elan Soltse, Colin Liggett, Wes Sargent,
Dark Angel - Freak Nation

James Tichenor, Shannon Gurney, Krista McLean,
Karen Watson, Craig Van Den Biggelaar, Tom Brydon, Bruce Woloshyn
Stargate SG-1 - UnNatural Selection

Elan Soltse, Mark Breakspear, Jinnie Pak,
Dan Mayer, Adrian van der Park, Brian Moylan
Time Tunnel - Pilot
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BEST OVERALL SOUND
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

James Kusan, Darren Gilmore, Pat Haskill, Miguel Nunes
Da Vinci's Inquest - A Big Whiff of a Really Bad Smell

NOMINEES

David Cyr, Sina Oroomchi, Iain Pattison, David Hibbert
Stargate SG-1 - Warrior
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BEST SOUND EDITING
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Pat Haskell, Andre Iwanchuk, Tim Peters, Rick Senechal, John Taylor
Da Vinci's Inquest - A Big Whiff of a Really Bad Smell

NOMINEES

Devan Kraushar, Cam Wagner, Kelly Frey, James Wallace, Kirby Jinnah
Stargate SG-1 - Warrior
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

George Blondheim
Da Vinci's Inquest - A Big Whiff of a Really Bad Smell

NOMINEES

James Jandrisch
Cold Squad - Flamers

Matthew McCauley
Gene Roddenberry's Andromeda - For Whom the Bell Tolls

James Jandrisch, Dan Seguin
Just Cause - Pilot
BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Michael Diner, Kate Marshall, Catherine Schroer
Da Vinci's Inquest - Dizzy Looking Down

NOMINEES

Rex Raglan
Just Cause - Death's Details

David Willson
Smallville - Ryan

Bridget McGuire, Peter Bodnarus, Robert Davidson,
Mark Davidson, Jim Ramsay, Ricardo Spinace, James Robbins
Stargate SG-1 - Full Circle
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BEST COSTUME DESIGN
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Christina McQuarrie, Lid Hawkins
Stargate SG-1 - Full Circle

NOMINEES

Toni Burroughs-Rutter
Gene Roddenberry's Andromeda - The Dark Backward
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BEST MAKE-UP
DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Jan Newman, Rachel Griffin, Dave Dupuis, Todd Masters
Stargate SG-1 - Metamorphosis

NOMINEES

Natalie Cosco
Smallville - Nocturne
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BEST GUEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Brent Stait
Cold Squad - Killing Time

NOMINEES

Christian Bocher
Cold Squad - Survivor

Michael Moriarty
Just Cause - Death's Details

Jody Racicot
Stargate SG-1 - Sight Unseen

Michael Shanks
Stargate SG-1 - Abyss
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BEST GUEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Julie Patzwald
The Dead Zone - Enemy Mind

NOMINEES

Erin Wright
Cold Squad - Career Opportunists

Patricia Harras
Cold Squad - Live Fast Die Young

Gabrielle Rose
Just Cause - The Last to Know
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BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Stephen E. Miller
Da Vinci's Inquest - Just for Bein' Indian

NOMINEES

Tom Heaton
Da Vinci's Inquest - Doing the Chicken Scratch

Glen Gould
Da Vinci's Inquest - Just for Bein' Indian

Laurie Brunetti
Da Vinci's Inquest - You Got Monkey Chatter

Tom McBeath
Stargate SG-1 - Paradise Lost
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BEST SUPPORTING PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Emily Perkins
Da Vinci's Inquest - Dogs Don't Bite People

NOMINEES

Joely Collins
Cold Squad - Live Fast Die Young

Enid-Raye Adams
Da Vinci's Inquest - You Got Monkey Chatter

Stefany Mathias
Da Vinci's Inquest - Everybody Needs A Working Girl

Laura Bertram
Gene Roddenberry's Andromeda - The Dark Backward
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BEST LEAD PERFORMANCE BY A MALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Nicholas Campbell
Da Vinci's Inquest - Everybody Needs A Working Girl

NOMINEES

Donnelly Rhodes
Da Vinci's Inquest - At First It Was Funny

Ian Tracey
Da Vinci's Inquest - You Got Monkey Chatter
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BEST LEAD PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE DRAMATIC SERIES

WINNER

Julie Stewart
Cold Squad - Survivor

NOMINEES

Venus Terzo
Da Vinci's Inquest - Everybody Needs A Working Girl

Kristin Kreuk
Smallville - Nicodemus
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BEST SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

The Bug
Dylan Akio Smith, Lynn Dix, Brad Dryborough - Producers

NOMINEES

Blue Skies
Dawn Rubin, Ann Marie Fleming, Bruce Alcock - Producers

Jane Post
Jane Sowerby, Richard Zwic - Producers

Once Upon A Time on the Beach
Kelly-Ruth Mercier - Producer

The Bed
Sarah Phillips, Raymond Massey - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Byron Lamarque
Once Upon A Time on the Beach

NOMINEES

Bruce Marchfelder
Casanova at Fifty

Jane Sowerby
Jane Post

John Penhall
The Bed

Dylan Akio Smith
The Bug
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BEST SCREENWRITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Brad Dryborough
The Bug

NOMINEES

Jane Sowerby
Jane Post

Geoff Inverarity
Once Upon A Time on the Beach

John Penhall
The Bed

Jessica Bradford
Winter Sun
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BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Steve Jackson
Go-Go Boy

NOMINEES

Ron Williams
Blue Skies

Ron Williams
Casanova at Fifty

John Houtman
The Bed

Dylan Akio Smith
The Bug
BEST PICTURE EDITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER
Kenneth Sherman
Go-Go Boy

NOMINEES
Tony Dean Smith
Jane Post

Julian Clarke
The Bug

Michael Brockington
The Telescope

Nicole Bassett
Winter Sun
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BEST OVERALL SOUND
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Tony Gronick
Go-Go Boy

NOMINEES

Greg Stewart, Ken Biehl, Carmeron Foodikoff
Casanova at Fifty

Dieter Piltz
Once Upon A Time on the Beach

John R.S. Taylor, Bill Sheppard, Dean Giammarco
The Telescope

Greg Stewart, Trent Stewart, Jo Rossi
Trust
BEST SOUND EDITING
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Tony Gronick
Go-Go Boy

NOMINEES

David Horner
Beauty Shot

Michael P. Keeping, Angelo Nicoloyannis,
Stephen Cheung, Ian Emberton, Greg Stewart
Casanova at Fifty

Greg Stewart, Don Harrison
Trust
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Mark Germani
Once Upon A Time on the Beach

NOMINEES

Peter Allen
Casanova at Fifty

Richard Zwic
Jane Post

Allan Levy
The Bug

Terry Frewer
Trust
BEST PRODUCTION DESIGN
SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Robyn Badger
The Telescope

NOMINEES

Joanna Dunn, Mark Freeborn
The Bed
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BEST PERFORMANCE BY A MALE SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Brad Dryborough
The Bug

NOMINEES

Alessandro Juliani
Blue Skies

Jay Brazeau
Casanova at Fifty

Jay Brazeau
Exchange

Jaryd Heidrick
Once Upon A Time on the Beach
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BEST PERFORMANCE BY A FEMALE SHORT DRAMA

WINNER

Jane Sowerby
Jane Post

NOMINEES

Gabrielle Rose
Casanova at Fifty

Diana Ha
Lily's Crickets

Ingrid Kavelaars
The Bed

Anysha Berthot
The Telescope
BEST DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES
ARTS/PERFORMING ARTS

WINNER

Raven in the Sun - The Life and Art of Bill Reid
Barry Gray, Blair Reekie - Producers

NOMINEES

Every Body
David Paperny - Producer

How the Fiddle Flows
Leigh Badgley, Ava Karvonen, Bonnie Thompson,
Jerry Krepakevich, Kirk Shaw, Graydon McCrae - Producers

Pretty Boys
Lynn Booth - Producer

Silence of the Strings: A Community Movement for Music
Sherry Lepage, Sher Morgan - Producers
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BEST DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES
HISTORY/BIOGRAPHY/SOCIAL

WINNER

Guinea Pig Club
Dan Carriere, Shel Piercy, Cynthia Chapman, Pat O'Brien - Producers

NOMINEES

FIX: The Story of an Addicted City
Betsy Carson, Nettie Wild, Gary Marcuse - Producers

Little Sister's Versus Big Brother
Cari Green, Aerlyn Weissman - Producers

The Boys of Buchenwald
David Paperny - Producer

The Friendship Village
Michelle Mason, Trish Dolman - Producers
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BEST DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES
NATURE/SCIENCE/ADVENTURE

WINNER

Hiding from the Wind
Bruce Mohun - Producer

NOMINEES

1800 Seconds: Chasing Canada's Snowbirds
Dianne Curruthers, Martin Wood, Ron French, Mark Miller - Producers

Deconstructing Supper
Marianne Kaplan, Leonard Terhoch - Producers

Impossible Cure
David Gullason - Producer

Sheep of Stone
Monty Bassett, John Panikkar, Andrew Burnstein - Producers
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BEST DIRECTION
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER
Shel Piercy
Guinea Pig Club

NOMINEES
Nettie Wild
FIX: The Story of an Addicted City

Moira Simpson
Kosovo: Fragile Peace

Aerlyn Weissman
Little Sister's Versus Big Brother

Audrey Mehler
The Boys of Buchenwald
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BEST SCREENWRITING
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Shel Piercy
Guinea Pig Club

NOMINEES

Robert Duncan
Golf: The Ridiculous Obsession

Barry Gray
Raven in the Sun - The Life and Art of Bill Reid

Sherry Lepage, Sher Morgan
Silence of the Strings: A Community Movement for Music

Audrey Mehler, Ian Gill
The Boys of Buchenwald
2003 LEO AWARDS NOMINEES & WINNERS

BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Todd Craddock
Raven in the Sun - The Life and Art of Bill Reid

NOMINEES

Kevin Mills
1800 Seconds: Chasing Canada's Snowbirds

Kirk Tougas, Nettie Wild
FIX: The Story of an Addicted City

Cas Sowa
Sheep of Stone

John Collins
The Boys of Buchenwald
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BEST PICTURE EDITING
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Deb Rurak
The Boys of Buchenwald

NOMINEES

Reginald Harkema
FIX: The Story of an Addicted City

Allan Pinvidic
Guinea Pig Club

Debra Rurak
Kosovo: Fragile Peace

Jack Morbin
Silence of the Strings: A Community Movement for Music
BEST OVERALL SOUND
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Ewan Deane, Jeff Davis, Hennie Britton
Guinea Pig Club

NOMINEES

David Horner
Criminal Acts

Bill Sheppard, Dean Giammarco,
Dennis Burke, Jeff Henschel, David Hechenberg
FIX: The Story of an Addicted City

Gael MacLean, Bill Sheppard, Dean Giammarco
Kosovo: Fragile Peace

Greg Stewart, Ian Emberton
Los Zafiros
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BEST SOUND EDITING
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Gael MacLean
Little Sister's Versus Big Brother

NOMINEES

Dennis Burke, Patrick Haskill, Andre Iwanchuck
FIX: The Story of an Addicted City

Ewan Deane
Indie Truth

Scott Hurst
The Friendship Village

Stephen Cheung, Ian Emberton, Gael MacLean
The Journey of Lesra Martin
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BEST MUSICAL SCORE
DOCUMENTARY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Peter Berring, Ed Henderson
Guinea Pig Club

NOMINEES

John Sereda
Golf: The Ridiculous Obsession

Dennis Burke
Kosovo: Fragile Peace

Graeme Coleman
Little Sister's Versus Big Brother

Patric Caird
The Boys of Buchenwald
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BEST NEWS PACKAGE

WINNER

Global National
Doriana Temolo, Elaine McKay, George Browne - Producers

NOMINEES

CBC News: Canada Now
Liz Hughes - Producer
BEST ANCHOR(S)
NEWS PACKAGE

WINNER
Kevin Newman
Global National

NOMINEES
Ian Hanomansing, Gloria Macarenko
CBC News: Canada Now
BEST INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Healing with Animals
Christian Bruyere, Mary Bissell - Producers

NOMINEES

First Story
Tom Walters, Allan Hopkins - Producers

Johnathan Brownlee's at Home
Johnathan Brownlee, Bernie Melanson - Producers

Venturing Forth
Brenda Chambers - Producer
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BEST DIRECTION
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Mary Bissell
Healing with Animals - Adult Offenders

NOMINEES

Allan Hopkins
First Story - The Red Road

Mark Fuller
Healing with Animals - Cerebral Palsy
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BEST SCREENWRITING
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Mary Bissell
Healing with Animals - Adult Offenders

NOMINEES

Allan Hopkins
First Story - The Red Road

Johnathan Brownlee
Johnathan Brownlee's at Home - 104
BEST HOST(S) 
INFORMATION SERIES

WINNER

Johnathan Brownlee
Johnathan Brownlee's at Home

NOMINEES

Simi Sara
CityCooks
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BEST LIFESTYLE SERIES

WINNER

The Shopping Bags
Anna Wallner, Kristina Matisic, John Ritchie,
Heather Hawthorn-Doyle, Hugh Beard - Producers

NOMINEES

Johnathan Brownlee's at Home
Johnathan Brownlee, Bernie Melanson - Producers

New Classics
Nijole Kuzmickas, David Paperny - Producers

Venturing Forth
Brenda Chambers - Producer

Weird Homes
Michael Collier, John Cumming - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
LIFESTYLE SERIES

WINNER

Michael Robinson
The Shopping Bags - Luggage

NOMINEES

Nijole Kuzmickas
New Classics

Christine Cowern
The Shopping Bags - Lingerie

PJ Reece
Weird Homes - Treasure Troves
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BEST HOST(S)  
LIFESTYLE SERIES

WINNER

Anna Wallner, Kristina Matisic  
The Shopping Bags

NOMINEES

Simi Sara  
CityCooks

Johnathan Brownlee  
Johnathan Brownlee's at Home
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BEST TALK SERIES

WINNER

Vicki Gabereau
Jordan Schwartz, Karen Rapp, Cynthia Ott - Producers

NOMINEES

@ The End
Chris Straw - Producer

Snapshots with Jim Hughson
Ross Sullivan - Producer
BEST HOST(S)
TALK SERIES

WINNER

Vicki Gabereau
Vicki Gabereau

NOMINEES

Steve Burgess
@ The End

Jim Hughson
Snapshots with Jim Hughson
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BEST MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Western Alienation Comedy Hour
Richard Side - Producer

NOMINEES

Breakfast Television
Shannon Wray, Moses Znaimer - Producers

Impromptu
Tandees Tanavoli - Producer

Spirit of Haida Gwaii
Moyra Rodger - Producer

West Coast Music Awards 2002: Echoes & Images
Moyra Rodger - Producer
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BEST DIRECTION
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Kevin Cottam
Violet

NOMINEES

James E. Taylor
Impromptu

Trent Carlson
Rockpoint P.D. - Curses, Foiled Again

Mark Lawrence
Western Alienation Comedy Hour
BEST PICTURE EDITING
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Gordon Rempel
Violet

NOMINEES

Archie Reid
West Coast Music Awards 2002: Echoes & Images
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BEST OVERALL SOUND
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Greg Stewart, Kevin Sands, Robert Edmondson
The Chris Isaak Show - Home of the Brave

NOMINEES

Gary Morgan
Spirit of Haida Gwaii

Gary Morgan
West Coast Music Awards 2002: Echoes & Images
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BEST PERFORMANCE OR HOST(S)
MUSIC, COMEDY, OR VARIETY PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Fiona Forbes, Michael Eckford
Breakfast Television

NOMINEES

Michael Roberds
Impromptu

Brian Adler
Select - Loaded Gun / Chantal Kreviazuk

Brent Butt
Western Alienation Comedy Hour

Shawn Macdonald
Western Alienation Comedy Hour
BEST ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

The Christmas Orange
Cathy Schoch, Delna Bhesania, Barry Ward - Producers

NOMINEES

Barbie as Rapunzel
Jennifer Twiner McCarron, Brett Gannon, Rob Hudnut - Producers

Joe
George Johnson, Svend-Erik Eriksen - Producers

The Chinese Violin
George Johnson, Svend-Erik Eriksen - Producers

What About Mimi?
Jamie Turner, Blair Peters, Chris Bartleman - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Ian Freedman
The Christmas Orange

NOMINEES

Jill Haras
Joe

Joe Chang
The Chinese Violin

Josh Mepham
What About Mimi? - Block Party
BEST OVERALL SOUND
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Gael MacLean, Haida Paul, Bill Sheppard, Dean Giammarco
Joe

NOMINEES

Ken Lomas, Alejandro Verdecchia
D'Myna Leagues - The Aluminum Chef

Chris Phinikas - Something Else
Berry High

James Mahaffey
The Chinese Violin
BEST MUSICAL SCORE
ANIMATION PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Brian Carson, Ari Wise
The Christmas Orange

NOMINEES

Michael Richard Plowman
Busters Christmas Wish

Michael Richard Plowman
D'Myna Leagues - The Tribe Has Spoken

John Sereda
Joe

Rui-Shi Zhuo
The Chinese Violin
BEST YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER - TIE

The Christmas Orange
Cathy Schoch, Barry Ward, Delna Bhesania - Producers

Edgemont
Michael Chechik, Ian Weir - Producers
BEST DIRECTION
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Bill Gereghty
Edgemont - The Cold Light of Dawn

NOMINEES

Anthony Atkins
Edgemont - Friday Night's All Right

William Lau
Hot Wheels - Rings of Fire
BEST SCREENWRITING
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Alan Levin
D'Myna Leagues II - A Starling Is Born

NOMINEES

Joan MacLeod
Edgemont - Friday Night's All Right

Ian Weir
Edgemont - The Cold Light of Dawn
BEST PERFORMANCE OR HOST(S)
YOUTH OR CHILDREN’S PROGRAM OR SERIES

**WINNER**

Vanessa King  
Edgemont - Goodbye, Cruel World

**NOMINEES**

Bronson Pelletier  
Artzone - Episode 8

Kristin Kreuk  
Edgemont - The Cold Light of Dawn

Sarah Lind  
Edgemont - Friday Night's All Right

Micah Gardener  
Edgemont - Goodbye, Cruel World
BEST SPORTS PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Ice Girls
Trish Dolman - Producer

NOMINEES

One More Time: The Life and Times of Mario Lemieux
Derik Murray, John Hamilton - Producers

Snapshots with Jim Hughson
Ross Sullivan - Producer
BEST DIRECTION
SPORTS PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Trish Dolman
Ice Girls

NOMINEES

Derik Murray
One More Time: The Life and Times of Mario Lemieux

Scott Hinde
Snapshots with Jim Hughson

Scott Hinde
Women's Power Challenge - Surf & Swim Challenge
BEST PICTURE EDITING
SPORTS PROGRAM OR SERIES

WINNER

Reg Harkema
Ice Girls

NOMINEES

David Legault
One More Time: The Life and Times of Mario Lemieux
BEST MUSIC VIDEO

WINNER

Tango Shoes by Bif Naked
Gabriel Napora - Producer

NOMINEES

Don't Even Try by Jessie Farrell
Paul Armstrong, Robin Chan, Tara Hungerford - Producers

Sex and Drinking by Wyckham Porteous
Ken Frith - Producer

The Streets Where You Live by Various Artists
Ken Frith - Producer
BEST DIRECTION
MUSIC VIDEO

WINNER

Neill Blomkamp
Tango Shoes by Bif Naked

NOMINEES

Tara Hungerford
Don't Even Try by Jessie Farrell

Jason Bourque
Sex and Drinking by Wyckham Porteous

Marc El-Ayari
Human's Race by Sweatshop Union
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BEST STUDENT PRODUCTION

WINNER

Big Shoes To Fill
Michelle Porter, Sidney Chiu, Shannon Kohli - Producers

NOMINEES

Heartbeat
Jennifer Yu - Producer

Round 1
Brian Sum - Producer

Taken
Kirsten Carthew - Producer

The Painter
Jose Manuel Roel - Producer
BEST DIRECTION
STUDENT PRODUCTION

WINNER

Michelle Porter
Big Shoes To Fill

NOMINEES

Michael Lewis
Factory 55

Jonathan Busby
Gus

Brian Sum
Round 1

Jose Manuel Roel
The Painter